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2 Technologies™
KSC Launchpad to Learning
Concept
• Deploy a state-of-the-art delivery system for
educational resources using proven online
educational tools and techniques
• Develop online curriculum support
materials on selected topics from the
Shuttle flow process that map to the
educational goals of county, state, regional
and national frameworks
• Deliver instructional material with residual
instructional value beyond a single use
learning event
3 Technologies™
Web-based Education
Benefits
• Wide dissemination
– Accessible to students
– Special target 7th grade females
• Good ROI and ROK
• Potential for cooperative agreements and
links to other synergistic education
programs
• Available 24x7x365
• In keeping with NASA’s history of
innovation in missions to planet earth as
well as space
4 Technologies™
Instructional Overview
• KSC Landing to Launch work flow
provides thematic framework
• Instructional modules introduce each
engineering discipline
• Engaging applications spark an interest
in engineering
• Interactive exercises develop a sense of
competence
• Dynamic role models counter the
perception of engineers as number-
crunching geniuses
5 Technologies™
Proposed Modules
• Engineering disciplines
– Aerospace (This is the first module
completed)
– Industrial
– Mechanical
– Electrical
– Chemical
– Bioengineering
– Computer Science
6 Technologies™
Performance Goals
• Upon completion of a Launchpad to Learning
module the student will:
• Learn that engineering is exciting
• Hang out with engineers and learn about
their jobs
• Explore the cool tools that engineers use
• Relate engineering to discovery
• See that engineering is creative
• Understand that engineering work is
teamwork and FUN!
7 Technologies™
Module Content
• Female role model
• Insider’s description of task
• Relationship of task to Shuttle
processing
• Application of engineering task/formula
• Hands-on interactive exercise
• Conclusion
• Resource directory
– hyperlinks
8 Technologies™
Aerospace Engineering
Module
»Careers in Aerospace
Engineering Links
» Shuttle Overview
»Four Forces of Flight
»Force of Lift
»Sonic Booms
»Force of Drag
»Knowledge Check
»Progress Indicator
9 Technologies™
Course Introduction
»Automatic Web Browser
Detection
»Loaded Plug-ins Detection
»Engineering Montage
»Sign-in
»Teacher Resources
»Curriculum Standards
10 Technologies™
Student Evaluation
• Points awarded on participation and
accuracy:
– Interactive Activities (pending)
– Knowledge Check
• Potential Rewards
– Participation certificates, mission
patches, jackets
– Scholarships
– Space Camp
11 Technologies™
Phase Two
• Explore Other Engineering
Disciplines
–Mechanical
–Electrical
–Chemical
–Bioengineering
–Computer Science
– Industrial
12 Technologies™
Longitudinal Study
• University of Oklahoma
• University of Florida
13 Technologies™
Contacts and Current
Partners
• Hewlett-Packard
• Brevard County School Board
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Launchpad to Learning
• Background
• KSC Associate Director for Advanced Development
and Shuttle Upgrades identified the project need as a
result of National Academy  of Engineering visit
• Academy asked NASA-KSC to pursue a pilot module
for a self-paced, highly interactive Web-based course
with the ability to provide longitudinal data on target
users (7th grade females)
• KSC identified an  incubator company in Cocoa, FL;
with distance learning software architectures and
relevant experience
• Proposal received from RWD in September 1999
• Funding on the order of $48K obtained from end of
year training dollars (Fund Source 41)
– NASA dollars leveraged 2 to 1 with Hewlett-
Packard partnership
• Project kicked off in October 1999
Kennedy Space Center
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• Team Members
• JoAnn Morgan (AA-D)
• Denise Coleman- K-12 Education Outreach
Coordinator (AB)
• Josie Burnett - Engineer (ST)
• Suzy Cunningham - KSC HEDS Outreach Lead (AA-D)
• Hector Delgado - Project Manager (MM-H)
• Project Consultants
• Steve Dutczak (AB)
• Peggy Ross (AB)
• Jean Rhodes (AJ)
•  Project Developer
• RWD Technologies
• Partners
• Brevard County School Board
• Hewlett-Packard Corporation
Launchpad to Learning Pilot Development
Kennedy Space Center
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Launchpad to Learning
• Potential partners
• University of California, Berkeley
• National Academy of Engineering
• University of Oklahoma
• The Astronaut’s Memorial Foundation
• Georgia Committee on Employment  of People with
Disabilities
• Bethune-Cookman College
• University of Florida
• Georgia Institute of Technology
• Deutsch Foundation
• General Electric Company
• Cornell University
• University of North Florida
• Smithsonian Institution
